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New partnership

New Strategic Agreement
Citrix makes Azure it’s preferred and strategic cloud
Aligning Microsoft EMS & Intune and XenMobile &
NetScaler
Integrating Identity and Networking between
NetScaler and Azure
Enabling XenDesktop VDI to deliver Windows 10 desktops
from the Cloud on Azure
Building next generation RemoteApp Service to deliver
apps from the Azure cloud
Adrian Fish

Citrix have made Microsoft Azure it’s preferred and strategic cloud solution meaning
that once you have moved your management layer to the Citrix Cloud you can start
moving the applications, virtual desktops and data to the Microsoft Cloud reducing
overall IT costs and increasing efficiency.
25 year partnership
230,000 joint customers and tens of millions of users
The partnership ensures that organisations receive
• Best in class security, scalability, management and performance
• Commitment to industry standards and compliance
• Citrix have a deep integration with Microsoft Server and Desktop operating
systems
• A shared vision
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Cloud Economic Advantage

• Higher Utilisation and drop in Capacity hoarding
• Lower Unit Costs
• Newer Technologies, Best Practices
• Improved operational efficiency

Adrian Fish

There are clear advantages to cloud computing such as using what you need rather
than buying what you think you need
Cloud Services offer newer technologies and provide improved operational
efficiency
These remove the constraints of Capex on-premise solutions and stop holding the
company back
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Reduced Time to Value, Time to Production

On-premises hurdles
Adrian Fish

On-premise solutions require lots of Capex, planning, budgeting and sign off is a
pain.
IT departments don’t often get pots of money to spend so they purchase bigger and
more expensive solutions than needed
Moving to cloud deployment allows you to quickly cost and remove the hurdles of
traditional IT project phases
Time is reduced, costs are controlled and Value is provided to the business
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Additional Cloud Benefits
Used to be difficult to trial new solutions, hardware,
software, integration, compatibility, time
Now:
• Just Do it / Let’s try it
• It works we’ve proved it , lets scale out
• Remove complexities (SaaS)

Adrian Fish

Cloud stops you from hardware and software lock in
You haven’t spent all your budget on infrastructure for the next 5 years
You can easily cost new solutions and deploy quickly
Trial solutions in the cloud at low cost and prove these – reducing risk
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

Primary DC
Racks, SAN, Servers, Network

Secondary DC
Racks, SAN, Servers, Network

Adrian Fish

To provide infrastructure we need a datacenter, racks, power, cooling, servers,
storage, networking, backup solution and software to make it all work – this is
massively expensive.
But if the site crashes we have a disaster.
Many Organisations deploy the same solution in another location
This is double the costs and requires lots or support to maintain the two
environments. So it often doesn’t get implemented fully
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

Primary DC
Racks, SAN, Servers, Network

Secondary DC
Azure

Adrian Fish

Cloud can help with business continuity
Using Citrix Cloud is a smarter solution. Rather than paying for a second datacenter
and all the infrastructure the management platform is already highly available and
you can have your DR site in Azure.
You only need a handful of VM’s running and when you need to invoke a DR
scenario your automation scripts will immediately provision the servers and you
only then pay for what you are using. The cost savings are huge from a Capex and
Opex perspective
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Deploy to Azure – Cloud First

Primary DC
Azure

Secondary DC
Azure

Adrian Fish

If you need a data center refresh or need to purchase new solution you can cut the
high capex and Opex and just do this in Azure
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Cloud High Availability
Control Plane
SQL

Servers

SQL

Servers

• All components are mirrored in an
active/active redundant
configuration

Network Connectivity
NetScaler Load Balancer

Connector

NetScaler Load Balancer

Connector

• SLAs with ISP

Azure Resource Locations
• Connectors must be deployed in
pairs for VDA failover

Adrian Fish

Citrix Cloud is configured for high availability.
Everything in Citrix’s control plane is deployed in active/active pairs, in two
different datacenters.
All of the components sit behind a pair of NetScaler load balancers, which direct
traffic within the control plane.
You need to have resilient links to the Cloud
Deploying the VDI solution in Azure locations provides lower costs for recovery
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
High Cost
On-Prem
with
On-Prem DR

Citrix Cloud
with
Hybrid Cloud

On-Prem
with
Azure DR

On-Prem
with
Cloud site
DR

Lighter circle colors = Faster recovery time

Low Cost
Easy

Complex
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As we can see from the chart deploying Citrix Cloud
with Azure and Hybrid Cloud is the Easiest and lowest cost solution
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Adrian Fish

If you are on old versions of Windows Server, Office 2010 or XenApp you are nearly
a decade behind in technology, the innovation has been huge in some areas.
Upgrading is a pain, this is typically why you don’t upgrade (Project Planning,
budget)
This could mean you are not providing the best solution to users and the business
With SaaS Microsoft and Citrix take this problem away and you spin up what you
need on demand and pay for it when you use it
Citrix update their part of the solution and you update the applications in the image
Additional benefits are that Microsoft deploy new servers with new processors
memory and disks,
you would think that Microsoft would charge you more for these but often they will
let you move to these for a cheaper cost – that goes against what you normally do –
imagine getting something newer and faster cheaper!
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Citrix on Azure

Adrian Fish

However Citrix Cloud Services are not needed to deploy Citrix infrastructure in
Azure
• You can extend Citrix in to Azure when you need to provide services such as DR or
seasonal expansion
• Alternatively you can host the management and Virtual Desktops in Azure and
manage them yourself.
• In most cases as we have seen the best solution is to utilise Citrix Cloud Services
for the management and Azure for the resource layer
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Azure Components
Compute

Storage

Network

Virtual Machines

Storage Account

Virtual Network

Windows and Linux
variants in various machine
sizes.

Container for Blobs, Files,
Queues and Tables.

Define DNS, IP address
ranges, DHCP.

VM Scale Sets

Storage Blob

Deploy identical VMs in a
single operation & autoscale as needed.

Repository for VHDs and
files exposed via web
protocols.

Service Fabric

Azure Files

A platform for reliable,
hyperscale, microservicebased applications.

Fully managed file shares
that use the standard SMB
3.0 protocol.

Direct Connectivity
ExpressRoute and VPN
options for connecting onpremise to Azure.

RESOURCE GROUP

Microsoft Azure is the cloud version of Hyper converged Infrastructures
Adrian Fish

These are they typical components in Azure
I think of it as a cloud based hyper converged infrastructure – you don’t worry
about configuring or reconfiguring it and you just use it
If you need to change it, you can
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Sizing Azure VM Instances

• User classification
– Task workers: Light
– Knowledge workers: Medium

• Density comparisons:
– Task workers = 25% more users

• Workload:
– OS: Windows 2016
– App: Office 2016

User Density for Azure Instances
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Sizing VM instances correctly helps reduce costs

Citrix have run extensive testing on how many users you can run on each type of
Azure VM Instance
• Typically the machines on the left are the smaller capacity and they go up in
performance as you move to the right
• We can see that the D4v2 instance in the middle would look to be best fit as a
balance
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Sizing Azure VM Instances
Azure XenApp VMs

• Lowest cost per user: D2v2

Cost per Knowledge Worker User per Hour
for Azure Instance Types

– Estimate: 15 users per VM

– Storage: 100 GB
– Storage Type: 4 data, 1 local SSD

0.07

Cost per User per Hour

– Virtual Cores: 2
– RAM: 7 GB

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
A1 D1 D1v2

A2 D2 D2v2

A3 D3 D3v2
A Series

A4 D4 D4v2 A5 D11 D11v2 A6 D12 D12v2 A7 D13 D13v2

D Series

Dv2 Series
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However when you cross reference the number of users versus the costs, the D2V2
instances are actually the most cost effective and have the lowest cost per user.
With Cloud solutions we focus on cost not size
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Azure Reserved Instances

Adrian Fish

You pay for Azure VM’s when they are running, if they are not being used out-ofhours then they can be automatically powered off to save money.
When an Azure VM needs to be on for long periods of time, purchasing the VM with
Reserved Instances can give you up to 72% savings over pay-as-you-go VM’s
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Scale: Manage Utilisation & Optimise Usage

Visualise Metrics
& Cost Savings

Adrian Fish

As we saw in the previous session Smart Scale tools are our friend
Where we anticipate that Virtual Machine instances are not going to be on most
hours of the day and week we will use the pay-as-you-go model and leverage the
power of Citrix Smart Scale tools to set power on and power off times for the Virtual
desktops and applications.
This is all tracked so that we can see the peeks and troughs and the toolset is
intelligent enough to power on and power off hosts as demand increases or
decreases.
For example we can power on 5 hosts at 7:00am that are ready for users to connect
and use, as users logon additional hosts will be powered up and as they logoff they
will be powered down. This allows us to define rules but have a minimum set of
infrastructure that adapts to demand.
At 7pm we power down the VM’s and leave a small set on for remote users – again
if more users connect more will be powered on
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Latency and VDI
On-Premises
Latency
Less than 5ms
Data

Laptop

End Users

Azure Cloud VDI
Latency
Less than 5ms

HDX

Windows Apps

Clients

Data

Firewall

Adrian Fish

• Latency is the amount of time required for data to travel between a client and
the data source (say a server hosting the data source
• Latency can stop all solutions in their track.
• On-premise we need the end users to access their data less than 5ms or
performance becomes an issue
• The same goes for cloud solutions, we need to ensure the Virtual Sessions are
close to the data to keep latency low.
• Citrix uses the HDX Protocol to transmit the keyboard and screen information
very quickly to the endpoint and is one of the key reasons that latency is not an
issue when the session is being sent back to the client.
• This HDX Protocol is similar to how NetFlix and other services can stream video’s
quickly to your home
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Cloud Barriers

Adrian Fish

Some concerns customers have with migrating to the public cloud is Lock-in
Citrix Cloud is completely cloud-agnostic and you can move in and out or run on
multiple locations at the same time
Many organizations who could benefit from VDI are believe cost as the #1 barrier
Utilising Citrix Cloud and Azure can remove these beliefs if you look at costs closely
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The 3 VDI Project Phases

Adrian Fish

More to TCO than Capex of VDI Licenses + Hardware
Add all the Opex in to manage this
For many organizations, the ultimate TCO of VDI is higher than expected because of
how it has been
traditionally calculated. Many have fallen into the trap of only comparing and
analysing the upfront Capex for
VDI licenses and server hardware. This simplifies the TCO calculation, but
underestimates, or even overlooks many significant Capex and Opex costs.
The reality is that a VDI project consists of three phases: start-up, deployment, and
operation. Aligning Capex
and Opex to these phases more accurately reflects the cost of VDI, and provides a
view into what, when, and
how much spend will happen.
A better way to calculate the total cost of a VDI project is to align the TCO calculator
with three major phases:
• Start-up
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• Deployment
• Operation
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Start up: Upfront CapEx
Upfront Capex pays for much more than VDI licenses and server host hardware.
To start a VDI project, and get to the first desktop, requires purchase and installation of
numerous components.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Load balancer and VPN gateway
Broker software
Microsoft Windows Server and SQL databases
Portal / enterprise storefront software
Configuration / monitoring software
VDI licenses
Hypervisor host license
Server and storage hardware
Storage management software

Adrian Fish

There are considerable costs for an on-premise VDI solution which are Capex based
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Deployment: Upfront OpEx
A typical VDI deployment takes about 6-9 months to go from nothing to initial
deployment of 100 users. This phase is commonly left out of TCO and can be
20% of the total Opex in the first 1-2 years of VDI. The typical process to roll out
a VDI project includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Running a proof of concept
Architecting and sizing the infrastructure for the optimal user mix
Acquiring hardware and software
Standing up an environment
Provisioning users

For most IT departments, this means involving numerous people, including senior
specialists from networking, server, storage, hypervisor, and desktop teams.

Adrian Fish

With a VDI deployment taking up to 9 months to start and be deployed involves
quite a lot of Opex cost
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Operation: Ongoing OpEx
VDI’s numerous components touch a broad set of IT departments:
•
•
•
•
•

Networking
Server
Storage
Hypervisor
Desktop

A common mistake made by companies is to only account for the desktop
administrator in the TCO, which grossly underestimates the ongoing OpEx – by up
to 60%.
Operating VDI requires a team of specialists because every issue, patch, upgrade
or change of any kind becomes a task for five different teams!

Adrian Fish

Managing VDI involves lots of Opex which is often left out of costing
and can increase costs by up to 60%
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On Premise Hidden Costs
According to Gartner, upgrades can cost up to 30% of the original software installation price, can take
more than a year to complete and require companies to revamp their technology infrastructures and
business practices. Direct upgrade costs can include
•
•
•
•

Installation
Data migration
Staging/test
Roll-out & potential conversion downtime

The Cloud service delivery model eliminates many future need to patch or upgrade

Adrian Fish

Gartner says that upgrades can cost up to 30% of the original software cost and are
lengthy to complete
Using cloud removes many of these Opex costs
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On-premise v Cloud Cost Comparison

You’ll never face another upgrade: Upgrades, patches, new features, and
support are all included in the subscription price.

“Subscription looks more
expensive than my perpetual
SW alternative”

OpEx model is more attractive: Because Citrix Cloud is sold as a
subscription, generally-accepted accounting principles count it as an
operating expense, rather than a capital expense. OpEx often easier to
secure.
You need less infrastructure: You do not need to maintain the management
infrastructure for most Citrix Cloud services; it’s provided as-a-Service. We
maintain, configure, and size it for you.
You get faster implementation and lower operational Risk: Services are
ready to be provisioned quickly, and always sized/configured appropriately

Adrian Fish

Citrix Cloud can look more expensive BUT you don’t need to upgrade, patch and will
always have the latest features.
As it is a subscription method it comes under Opex which means you
don’t need to plan for large server, storage and data centre upgrades or
investments.
The solutions are ready to use immediately and are always sized correctly
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Typical Perpetual Licensing Cost
Perpetual License Cost

Software Maintenance

£84

£444

Y0

£84

£84

£84

£84

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Adrian Fish

In a perpetual licensing model, the customer may use licensed software indefinitely.
However, customers also often choose to pay an optional annual software
maintenance and support fee.
The fee entitles access to any newer versions of the software, software upgrades,
patches and technical support
In the above example, the first year (i.e. Y0) cost includes the license cost (typically
recorded as a capital
investment) plus the support and maintenance cost (£444 + £88).
For Y1 - Y4, the customer pays just support and maintenance cost (£84) for the
subsequent years until the version of the software reaches “End of Life” (EOL).
In the scenario where upgrades and patches become available, it is the responsibility
of the customer to install
these updates themselves.
It is also important to realize that in order to successfully deploy a software offering,
there are other
significant costs including hardware, labour, datacenter heating and cooling,
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supporting infrastructure (e.g.
database, load balancer), etc. that need to be considered to establish a complete
economic snapshot of
the associated cost structure.
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Perpetual v Subscription Licensing Cost
Perpetual License

Software Maintenance

Citrix Cloud Subscription

£84

£444
£177

Y0

£177

£177

£84

£84

Y1

£177

£84

Y2

£177

£84

Y3

Y4
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If we add the subscription model in green there is no initial large purchase as you
pay the same each year
This can look more costly
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Perpetual v Subscription Licensing Cost
Perpetual License

Software Maintenance
IT Support Costs

Citrix Cloud Subscription

£84

£444
£177

£60

£177

Y0

£60

£177

£84

£84

Y1

Y2

£60
£84

£177

£60

£177

£84

Y3

Y4
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If we add the management overhead in that is needed to support the on-premise
VDI solution the costs are more on-par.
As the user base increases the management costs don’t with cloud services
So Cloud costs are very similar and are nearly on-par with on-premise but you don’t
have all the hassle
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Cloud Cost Comparison
So, don’t look at the costs as just a license comparison
• It is so much more than that:
• Implementation, patching, security, power, cooling etc.

Adrian Fish

Look deeper than the initial costs and
look at how much it actually costs to run your IT department and how flexible it is
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Cloud Summary
• Cloud computing can enable innovation,
• Dramatically reduce capital and operating
costs
• Increase agility
• Reduce time to market for new products and
services

Adrian Fish

Using the cloud enables us to innovate be more cost effective and agile
More importantly as the business needs to change your IT department can change
rapidly
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